The combined model as introduced by Molenberghs et al. (2007 Molenberghs et al. ( , 2010 has been shown to be an appealing tool for modeling not only correlated or overdispersed data but also for data that exhibit both these features. Unlike techniques available in the literature prior to the combined model, which use a single random-effects vector to capture correlation and/or overdispersion, the combined model allows for the correlation and overdispersion features to be modeled by two sets of random effects. In the context of count data, for example, the combined model naturally reduces to the Poisson-normal model, an instance of the generalized linear mixed model in the absence of overdispersion and it also reduces to the negative-binomial model in the absence of correlation. Here, a Poisson model is specified as the parent distribution of the data conditional on a normally distributed random effect at the subject or cluster level and/or a gamma distribution at observation level. Importantly, the development of the combined model and surrounding derivations have relevance well beyond mere data analysis. It so happens that the combined model can also be used to simulate correlated data. If a researcher is interested in comparing marginal models via Monte Carlo simulations, a necessity to generate suitable correlated count data arises. One option is to induce correlation via random effects but calculation of such quantities as the bias is then not straightforward. 
Introduction
Research today generates a lot of data that have to be analyzed and summarized into meaningful and informative statements. Analysis is done using statistical methods that depend on the kind of data at hand. In medical research, it is often the case that data on a patient is profiled longitudinally in the sense that each patient is followed repeatedly or observed at multiple points over time. This introduces the phenomenon of correlated data because observations from one patient will be more related or similar than observations across different patients. A lot of research has already been committed to the analysis of correlated data. For example, Molenberghs and Verbeke (2005) and Verbeke and Molenberghs (2000) focus on methods for the analysis of discrete 
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and continuous longitudinal data, respectively. In the context of continuous or normal longitudinal data, calculations are computationally easier than in the non-normal case because the model for the response variable given random effects is the normal distribution and that of the random effects is the normal distribution as well. The two combined and integrating over the random effects leads to a normal distribution as the marginal model. In the non-normal case though, the model for the outcome variable and the random effects combined does not lead, in general, to closed-form solutions for the marginal model. Even if it does, expressions tend to be cumbersome. This is due to the lack of the elegant and convenient multivariate distributions analogous to the case of longitudinal data that can be assumed normally distributed. This poses computational and interpretational challenges. Specific to count data, which is of interest here, evaluation of the multivariate Poisson distribution grows in computational complexity with an increase in the dimensions due to the summations inherent in the distribution (Karlis, 2003) . It is therefore of interest to find alternative means of analysis of correlated count data. One alternative is the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) proposed by Breslow and Clayton (1993) . This model accounts for the correlation by use of effects specific to a subject or study unit (random effects) and then derives the marginal distribution as a result of combining a random-effects distribution with a Poisson distribution for the data given the random effects. Molenberghs et al. (2007 Molenberghs et al. ( , 2010 have introduced the so-called combined model (CM) as a tool to model data that is not only correlated but also overdispersed.
Overdispersion may occur when the model restricts the data in the sense that the variance expected from the model is less than that observed in the data. It is commonly encountered in data assumed to follow a binomial distribution, correlated or uncorrelated, correlated Bernoulli/binary random variables, correlated or independent observations arising from counting processes (Poisson data), and time-to-event/survival data. This is due to the mean-variance relationship inherent in the distributions that are assumed to be the data generating mechanisms. Overdispersion is, however, not an issue in the case of independent Bernoulli observations. Research has shown overdispersion to be caused by, for example, missing covariates and the presence of correlation between individual 3 intervals that are narrower than should be if overdispersion were properly handled. This means that inference based on such statistical analyses is questionable and may be misleading.
Solutions have been proposed in the literature and implemented in statistical software to account for overdispersion. The negative-binomial (NEGBIN) model for count data is one such tool which assumes the count data to have the Poisson as the parent distribution and a Gamma distribution for the extra parameter that accounts for overdispersion. The resulting marginal distribution is then the negative-binomial distribution. Note that earlier statistical analyses were generally only able to account for either correlation or overdispersion, but not both. But, given data that exhibit both features, it is a necessity to account for both in analyses, indeed. We refer to Section 2 for a detailed description of the GLMM, negative-binomial, and combined models.
We now turn to data-generation, the aspect which this paper contends to contribute to. It is common practice in statistics to carry out Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations in which samples are randomly drawn from probability distributions to mimick statistical processes that can be used to study properties of statistical methods. Simulation of correlated Poisson random variables is a topic of ongoing research and various methods have been proposed in the literature to this end, some of which include: the overlapping sums (Madsen and Dalthorp, 2007; Mardia, 1970; Kocherlakota and Kocherlakota, 1992, 2001 ); Lognormal-Poisson hierachy; Normal to Anything (NorTA; Cario and Nelson, 1997 Nelson, , 1998 Nelson, 2006; Mardia, 1970; Li and Hammond, 1975) , and extensions thereof (Yahav and Shmueli, 2012; Ghosh and Pasupathy, 2012; Shin and Pasupathy, 2007; Avramidis et al., 2009; Park and Shin, 1998; Downer and Moser, 2001) . See also Devroye (1986) 
of these methods, however, suffer from such limitations as: severe computational restrictions; difficulty achieving the target correlation; generated variables are required to be overdispersed; low correlations obtained; correlations constrained to be strictly positive; etc. Another approach is to use random effects to induce the correlation, thereby generating data from a hierarchical model.
If the simulation is in the context of hierarchical models, this approach would be fine. However, whenever interest is in population-averaged or marginal models, the parameters used in the hierarchical model do not have a 1:1 correspondence with those in the marginal model. Given such a tool as the combined model that incorporates the two common features of count data, namely, overdispersion and correlation, it certainly is essential to generate data from such a method whenever interest is in simultaneously investigating these features. In this paper, we present the combined model as a tool to generate correlated Poisson random variables.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the modeling background. In Section 3, the focus is on data generation. A simulation study is set up in Section 4; results are presented in Section 5.
Overview of the models

Notation
Our focus in this paper is the generation of correlated count or Poisson random variables for K independent subjects in a study with subject i having measurements
This is based on specification of the mean model in terms of an n i × p known design matrix X i , a p-dimensional fixed-effects parameter vector β and Z i , an n i × q design matrix for the random effects of subject i. 
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Modeling discrete correlated data
In dealing with discrete univariate data, generalized linear models (GLM; Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989; Agresti, 2002) , which are a class of fixed-effects models unifying linear, logistic, and Poisson regression models among others, is the standard approach for analysis. The GLM generalizes the linear regression model in that the linear component, expressed in terms of covariates, relates to the response variable via a link function. In the presence of correlation, an extension of the GLM framework to the so-called generalized linear mixed model (GLMM; Breslow and Clayton, 1993; Wolfinger and O'Connell, 1993; Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2005 ) is commonly used. The GLMM modifies the linear predictor in the GLM to include unknown subject-specific effects in addition to the fixed effects. These subject-specific effects or random effects are, in practice, usually assumed to follow a normal distribution for reasons of convenience and availability of software, but any other distribution could be used in principle. Specific to count data, the mathematical expression of the GLMM is
whereby the conditional distribution of the observations from a subject i given the random effects b i is Poisson with a rate parameter λ i j that is log-linearly related to covariates. Fitting these models is done by maximizing the marginal likelihood resulting from integrating (3) over the random effects.
Closed form expressions for these integrals do not exist in all cases but Molenberghs et al. (2007, 6 ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT 
respectively, where J i is a matrix of 1's and M i is a diagonal matrix with entries μ i j . Also, the higher-order marginal moments and the marginal joint distribution can be derived in closed form for the Poisson case (Molenberghs et al. 2010 ).
Modeling overdispersion
As mentioned in the introduction, overdispersion is a phenomenon where the observed variance in the data is greater than what is expected or predicted by the model. An obvious check for overdispersion is to compare the sample mean and sample variance. It is expected that the mean and variance are the same for the Poisson case, and deviations from this point to the more rarely encountered case of underdispersion (the observed sample variance is less than the predicted or expected model variance) or overdispersion. Indeed, models that account for overdispersion have been proposed in the literature and even implemented in statistical software packages like SAS and R, for example. Some references in this light are Hinde and Demétrio (1998a , 1998b ), Breslow (1984 , Lawless (1987) , and Molenberghs and Verbeke (2005) . In dealing with overdispersed data, one way forward is to assume a two-stage approach for the response such that in stage 1, a distribution is considered for the response or outcome variable, given a random effect f (y i |b i ), and in stage 2, a model for the random effects f (b i ) is specified. Combining the two stages and integrating over the random effects results in the marginal model: to be a random variable assumed to follow a Gamma distribution with E(λ i ) = μ i and var(λ i ) = σ 2 i . The marginal distribution is then the negative-binomial distribution. Extension to the case of correlated or hierarchical count data is rather easy as shown in Section 3.2 of Molenberghs et al. (2010) .
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Modeling correlation and overdispersion
Analysis of data with both correlation and overdispersion features is a continuing area of research, indeed. The introduction of the combined model by Booth et al. (2003) and Molenberghs et al. (2007 Molenberghs et al. ( , 2010 quite flexibly accounts for these features simultaneously. Please note that it is not our intention to present a comprehensive literature review of the combined model and its associates.
Rather, we reflect on the combined model as a data generator but refer to, for example, Winkelmann (2004, 2008) , Sutradhar (2011), Chid and Quddus (2003) , Deb and Holmes (2000) and related references therein for discussions of similar approaches and further details on this matter. The combined model brings together the two models discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 in the presence of both correlation and overdispersion. It also reduces to the GLMM in the presence of correlation and overdispersion as far as described by the normal random effects, or the negative-binomial model in the presence of overdispersion but not correlation. The CM is given by 
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where θ i j , the entries in θ i , are the overdispersion parameters introduced at observation level. If we assume the θ i j to be independent as is often done in practice, then the association is only induced by the b i and the θ i j would cover the overdispersion not accounted for by the normal random effects.
Then, Σ i is reduced to a diagonal matrix. Alternatively, the θ i j can be allowed to be correlated as well such that Σ i can take on more general structures. This implies the use of some form of Multivariate Gamma (MGamma) distribution. For example, Σ i can be chosen such that there is a time-dependence, or other covariate dependencies, in the association structure. Evidently, as is also the case in the linear mixed model, when random effects and general Σ i are present, the user needs to carefully ensure that the resulting marginal model is identifiable. A classical counterexample from the linear mixed model setting is a random intercept combined with a compound-symmetry residual structure. This leads to fully aliased parameters. The marginal mean and the marginal variance-covariance matrix take the form:
where M i = diag(μ i ) and
Here, J i is a matrix of ones. Note that we make use of the fact that the gamma random effects have unit mean.
Generation of correlated counts
As will be presented in Section 3.1, the GLMM can be used to parsimoniously generate correlated count data with prespecified marginal mean function and such variance-covariance structures as compound symmetry and the one generated by random intercept and random slope. In the GLMM 
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case, however, the random effects used do not separate correlation and overdispersion, a disadvantage that may lead to mis-representation of the random-effects variability. The algorithm for generating data from the combined model, which accounts for both correlation and overdispersion, is given in Section 3.2.
The GLMM as a data generator
The GLMM can be used to generate correlated random variables with a desired structure. Given a marginal (log) mean (possibly depending on covariates X i ) and a variance-covariance matrix for Y i , Algorithm 1 below generates random variables with this pre-specified structure.
Algorithm 1:
Derive the unknowns β and D of the GLMM by comparing the desired marginals with the marginals from the GLMM.
2. Using D, simulate b i .
Compute ln(λ
To put matters into context, if we consider the case of compound symmetry (CS), for example, in that the desired marginal mean is ln(μ i ) = X i α and desired variance-covariance structure is 
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Then, it follows that E(Y i ) = e X i α and var(Y i ) = V. If the generalized inverse is not an inverse, the solution clearly is not unique. This is not a problem, it simply means that several choices of β and D are possible, that nevertheless all lead to the desired marginal structure. This is akin to the fact that there is a one-to-many map between a given marginal model on the one hand and the class of hierarchical models that marginalizes to it on the other. Any member of the class of hierarchical model can in principle be used as a data generator for the marginal structure.
The combined model as a data generator
The combined model can be used to generate correlated Poisson random variables following logic similar to that described in Section 3.1. The major difference from the GLMM is that there is a third unknown term in the combined model, i.e., Σ i , the variance-covariance matrix for the overdispersion parameter(s). Given a desired mean and variance-covariance structure, Algorithm 2 generates the Poisson variates.
Algorithm 2:
1. Derive the unknowns β, D, and Σ i in the CM.
Generate
The necessary unknowns in step 1 of Algorithm 2 are given by β as in (6a) and further 
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where notational conventions are as before.
An extension to generating purely serially correlated outcomes is done by removing the normal random effect and choosing θ i such that it follows a serially correlated multivariate gamma. Note that 'multivariate' is used here in the broad sense, because all hierarchical structures, such as longitudinal and clustered data to name a few, imply marginal multivariate structures. Evidently, in such structured designs, the marginal covariance matrix will typically not be unstructured.
The general form of the combined model (4), in the case of Poisson data, is that the normal random effects are correlated and the Gamma random effects are also correlated. From this general case, several special cases can be derived. An overview of the possible combinations is presented in Table 1 . The following special cases, which are also presented in Table 1 , can be derived from the more general case:
• A combination of normal and independent Gamma random effects. This is the most commonly used form of the combined model in which the normal random effects induce/account for correlation while the Gamma random effects induce/account for overdispersion. It is model (4) but with Σ i diagonal.
• Normal random effects without Gamma random effects. In this case, (4) reduces to (1) and data is generated as explained in Section 3.1. Here, the normal random effects induce/account for both correlation and overdispersion.
• No normal random effects, no Gamma random effects. The absence of both random effects is equivalent to generating independent counts which is not of interest in this paper.
• No normal random effects, correlated Gamma random effects such that both correlation and overdispersion are induced via the Gamma random effects. Thus, λ i j in (4) becomes exp(x i j β) and Σ i is fully general.
• No normal random effects, independent Gamma random effects. In this case, the combined ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT model reduces to the negative-Binomial model which accounts for overdispersion but not correlation. λ i j in (4) becomes exp(x i j β) and Σ i is diagonal.
Extra variations can be constructed by choosing for the normal random effects (random intercept + slope, or higher dimensions) to be either independent (D diagonal) or correlated. In this paper, we have only studied the latter case but the former is very easily obtainable.
Setup of simulation study
As illustrated in Section 3.2, the combined model can take on several forms or variations. To evaluate the performance of the different forms of the combined model as data generators, a simulation was set up across the variations. More specifically, given a pre-specified marginal mean and variance-covariance matrix, 1000 Monte Carlo replications of correlated count data sets were generated from each of the several forms. Marginal models were then fitted to these data sets and the difference between the pre-specified parameters and those estimated by fitting the marginal models were studied. Two different arms have been considered for the simulation, namely, sample size K = 100 and 500. For K = 100, 2 correlated Poisson variables were generated from the following model specification; 
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where T i ∼ Bernoulli(0.5), t i j is the ordering of the j th observation (i = 1, . . . , K = 100, j = 1, 2) in subject i, and the desired marginal mean parameters are β 0 = 1.521, β 1 = 0.237, β 2 = 0.254, β 3 = 0.345. Generalized estimating equations (GEE, Liang and Zeger 1986), NEGBIN, and the GLMM were used to study the behavior of the data generator, averaged over the 1000 MC replications.
GEE is one tool commonly used to model correlated data when scientific interest is in inference on the marginal parameters. It makes no distributional assumptions apart from the specification of the mean function μ i = exp(X i β) for models with the log link, the variance function
where A i is an n i ×n i diagonal matrix with var(μ i j ) as the j th diagonal element, and R i (α α α) is an n i ×n i (perhaps incorrect) working correlation matrix to allow for dependence between within-subject observations expressed in terms of α α α a vector of unknown parameters.
For K = 500, 4 random variables were generated from a similar model as above, the difference being that a random intercept model for the normal random effects was used. More specifically, 
where i = 1, . . . , K = 500 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. The desired marginal mean parameters were specified as β 0 = 1.521, β 1 = 0.437, β 2 = −0.254 and β 3 = 0.145. In addition to GEE, NEGBIN and GLMM models used in the case of K = 100, the so-called marginal multilevel model (MMM) was also used, mainly motivated by the fact that the sensitivity of the MMM to starting values is less severe if the random intercept model is specified for the normal random effects than in the case of random intercept and slope. The MMM was described by Heagerty (1999) for binary longitudinal data,
building on a specification of the marginal rather than the conditional mean given random effects.
More precisely, this model puts together the two worlds of marginal and conditional or hierarchical modeling in the sense that it puts the ideas of Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE, Liang and Zeger, 1986 ) and the GLMM together leading to inferences both in the marginal and conditional senses. Tables 2 and 3 present the results from the simulation study. Generally, from Table 2 , all marginal models (GEE, NEGBIN, MMM) seem to perform similarly across the various forms of the combined model. This is expected as the proposed data generator is aimed at the context of marginal models. Specific to this case of using a random-intercept model for the normal random effects, GEE, MMM, and the GLMM yield the same results for time-related parameters β 2 and β 3 with minor differences between GEE or GLMM versus MMM in the case of normal and no gamma random effects. Given normal random effects with random intercept only and no Gamma random effects, the marginal parameters are expected to be the same as the hierarchical parameters with a change in β 0 . Indeed, GEE, NEGBIN, MMM, and GLMM yield the same parameter estimates with a change in the intercept (β 0 ) for GLMM. Across all variations of the combined model, GEE, MMM, and GLMM generally differ on parameters β 0 and β 1 . No specific pattern can be identified for the NEGBIN relative to GEE and MMM, except in the above-mentioned case of normal random effects and no Gamma random effects. When the Gamma random effects are correlated, the parameter estimates are rather different from the true parameters and even change sign for β 2 for both hierarchical and marginal models. Since the GLMM is a hierarchical model, the results for the GLMM presented should be interpreted with caution. We emphasize that GLMM should not be used to model data generated by our proposal. From Table 3 , which is the case of a random ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT intercept and slope model for the normal random effects, both GEE and NEGBIN yield the same parameter estimates and standard deviations across the combined model variations. Since in this setting, only 2 random variables were generated, it may be interesting to consider the generation of more than 2 random variables and also larger sample sizes so as to get broader insight into this scenario. The parameter α for the NEGBIN goes to infinity in the absence of overdispersion, which is what we observe in the normal RE, no Gamma RE case. Again, the GLMM should be interpreted with care given that it is not a marginal but rather a hierarchical model.
Results of Simulation Study
Apart from the simulation, we also generated 4 different datasets of size K = 500 from the com- Table 4 summarizes the generation settings considered here, in which 2 or 4 correlated Poisson variates are generated corresponding to 2 and 4 time points, respectively. We have only considered the case of the random intercept on the one hand and the random intercept and slope in time models on the other, for illustrative purposes. It is easy to manipulate more general dimensions. Note though that the higher the random-effects dimension, the higher the risk of the D matrix not being positive-definite. Also, because the gamma random effects are allowed to be correlated, very little or no information is derived from the b i random effects. We generate data given covariates ( X i ) as treatment (trt, 0 or 1), time (2 or 4 points) and the interaction of treatment and time. Note that we assume X i = X i , thus using the same covariates but the method also allows for use of different covariates in the two design matrices. Table 5 shows the results of the derived unknown parameters that aid the data generation process for the 4 cases presented in Table 4 . Here, α is the parameter vector for the specified marginal mean and diff is the change between the marginal parameters α and the conditional/derived parameters β. 
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relative to the other parameters. In cases 2 and 4 for the random intercept and slope model, a difference between the marginal and conditional mean parameters is reflected in the intercept and time parameter estimates. Table 6 presents the summary statistics and the Spearman correlation coefficients of the generated Poisson variables, while Figures 1-4 show marginal distributions and scatter plots of the generated random variables for cases 1-4, respectively. In Table 6 , the mean is smaller than the square of the standard deviation, indicating overdispersion. It can also be seen that the generated random variables are correlated (see ρ). From Table 4 , cases 3 and 4 are similar with the only difference being that case 3 only has a random intercept while case 4 has random intercept and slope(time) as the covariates for the random effects. Specific to this case and given that Σ i is fully general, there are minimal changes from case 3 to 4 (see Figures 3 and 4 , and Table   6 ). Similarly, by comparing Figures 1 and 2 , and also Table 6 , we clearly see that that inclusion of a random slope allows to roughly retain the correlation structure, but modifies the mean and variance structures. Further, when the marginal structure is specified, it is possible to decompose the hierarchical structure (in particular, the random effects) in different ways, yet leading the same result, as it should be. Indeed, it is clear, from comparing Figures 3 and 4 , that the same marginal structure (mean, variance, correlation) can be obtained, with our without the use of a random slope.
This gives the user some latitude as to choose a decomposition that is flexible yet computationally efficient.
Discussion and conclusions
The combined model as introduced by Molenberghs et al. (2007 Molenberghs et al. ( , 2010 simultaneously accommodates correlation and overdispersion unexplained by the normal random effects, In the absence of correlation, the model simplifies to a negative-binomial model for overdispersion. On the other hand, in the absence of overdispersion, it simplifies to the GLMM. The model's flexible capabili-
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ties make it a good candidate as a data generator given that one always wants to generate data that reflects the characteristics of interest, in this case, overdispersion and/or correlation. The CM is a convenient tool that mimics or incorporates these intrinsic features of correlated count data. In particular, a fully marginal view as well as a random-effects view can be taken. This implies that a broad toolkit emerges. In the purely marginal view, essentially a multivariate gamma variate, easy to generate, is transformed to a multivariate count variable.
The covariates determining the fixed-and random-effects design matrices are kept simple herein.
This is not limiting in the sense that a specification of any covariates can be done as is needed. It is possible to encounter non-positive definite D matrices or negative entries along the diagonal of Σ i .
This may point to a non-allowable hierarchical model to come with the marginal model or perhaps a marginal model that is in itself not allowable. The analogy would be a multivariate normal with a given but non-positive definite variance-covariance matrix. Such model is invalid in the first place and needs to be reconsidered.
Because the combined model is hierarchical, random variables with only positive correlations are generated due to restrictions of positive-definiteness on the random effects variance-covariance matrices. This may be a drawback for the combined model, as is the case for some of the methods present in literature for count data generation. However, a way to overcome this is to generate directly from the marginal model, arguably via correlated θ i j , of which the variance-covariance matrix Σ i then reflects the desired structure. 
